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NEW QUESTION: 1
A server administrator notes that a legacy application often
stops running due to a memory error. When
reviewing the debugging logs, they notice code being run
calling an internal process to exploit the
machine. Which of the following attacks does this describe?
A. Buffer overflow
B. Cross site scripting
C. Malicious add-on
D. Zero-day
Answer: A
Explanation:
Section: Threats and Vulnerabilities
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
This question describes a buffer overflow attack.
A buffer overflow occurs when a program or process tries to
store more data in a buffer (temporary data
storage area) than it was intended to hold. Since buffers are
created to contain a finite amount of data, the
extra information - which has to go somewhere - can overflow
into adjacent buffers, corrupting or
overwriting the valid data held in them. Although it may occur
accidentally through programming error,
buffer overflow is an increasingly common type of security
attack on data integrity. In buffer overflow
attacks, the extra data may contain codes designed to trigger
specific actions, in effect sending new
instructions to the attacked computer that could, for example,
damage the user's files, change data, or
disclose confidential information. Buffer overflow attacks are
said to have arisen because the C
programming language supplied the framework, and poor
programming practices supplied the
vulnerability.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Which two configurations must you perform to enable the device
to use this class map?(Choose two)

A. Configure
B. Configure
C. Configure
D. Configure
E. Configure
Answer: A,C

the ip nbar protocoldiscovery command.
the ip nbar custom command
PDLM
the transport hierarchy
the DSCP value.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following would not be a good candidate for the
TOGAF Technical Reference Model's taxonomy of Application
Platform Service Qualities?
A. availability
B. remote access
C. interoperability
D. assurance
E. serviceability
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Sie haben einen Hyper-V-Host namens Server1, auf dem Windows
Server 2016 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird.
Server1 verfÃ¼gt Ã¼ber eine virtuelle Maschine der 2.
Generation namens VM1, auf der Windows 10 ausgefÃ¼hrt wird.
Sie mÃ¼ssen sicherstellen, dass Sie die
BitLocker-LaufwerkverschlÃ¼sselung (BitLocker) fÃ¼r Laufwerk C
auf VM1 aktivieren kÃ¶nnen.
Was sollte man tun?
A. Aktivieren Sie in den Einstellungen von VM1 ein Trusted
Platform Module (TPM).
B. Konfigurieren Sie in den Einstellungen von VM1 Integration
Services
C. Aktivieren Sie in den Einstellungen von VM1 den sicheren
Start.
D. Konfigurieren Sie auf Server1 die
Gruppenrichtlinieneinstellung LaufwerkverschlÃ¼sselung auf
Festplatten erzwingen.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/virtualization/
hyper-v/learn-more/generation-2-virtual-machine
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